
Concerning Paddle Board Rentals.
 

A great method to present yourself to the enjoyable of a stand up paddle board is to do a

rental while vacationing or even in your house community. Usually, pakaloa will certainly set

you back $20 an hour, $40 for half a day, and $60 for a complete day, any one of which work

excellent for those fast vacation adventures. Even if you have a paddle board in your home, it

makes a whole lot more feeling to rent a paddle board while on vacation rather than trying to

take a 10-12 foot board on an airplane as luggage (which is extremely expensive). 

 

An additional reason for doing a couple of paddle board leasings prior to purchase is to move

through the "first week" discovering curve on a bigger board, as well as after that resolving

into a board that is ideally sized for your dimension, ability level, as well as the application

you plan on utilizing it for. Some SUP rental firms use once a week leasings for $150 to $200

per week. Rent one (or obtain a friend as well as lease two) for a week and take it out every

day to see exactly how you like it before you acquire one. 

 

 

Frequently Asked Questions. 

 

Do I need experience to try a paddle board (SUP)? 

 

No prior experience is essential to appreciate a day out SUP-ing on Fidalgo Bay. Practically

everyone who leases from us are first timers or novices. We like accommodating households

as well as beginners, as well as our paddle boards are best for them due to the fact that they

a fairly stable. 

 

However, you need to be fit sufficient to be able to reach a standing setting from your hands

and knees. Participants must also not have any type of balance issues. 

 

Simply what is a paddle board? 

 

A paddle board, or else called a SUP or Stand Up Paddleboard, is configured similarly to a

surfboard, yet is normally longer, thicker, as well as far more stable than a traditional

surfboard. The operator of a paddle board stands upright on the board as well as pushes it

with the water by utilizing a long paddle. 

 

Just how old do I have to be to lease a paddle board? 

 

Any person under the age of 18 that wishes to lease a paddle board unaccompanied by a

grown-up should first have their parents publish out and also authorize a Launch Kind.( Be

sure that all parts of the form are filled out totally, including any essential initialing at the end

of the pages.) Moms and dads have to after that email Blue Otter Outfitters to let us know

that you signed the type. 
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Due to the inherent risks involved with paddling on the sea, all individuals under the age of

16 should be accompanied by a grown-up, except by previous arrangement with Blue Otter

Outfitters administration. Moms and dads should use their very own discretion when taking

boards away for usage on freshwater, and anybody that might be using the rented paddle

board have to first authorize our Release Type. All services are required to have a Rental

Agreement. signed by an adult, as well as occupants are in charge of any type of damage or

loss to the tools. 

 

Can my little one go paddle boarding? 

 

If you are taking the board away from our facility then we suggest the very same point. Pick a

warm and also calm day, as well as stick to extremely secured water that has no watercraft

web traffic. 

 

A lot of kids above the age of 8 years do fine, however there are children several years more

youthful that will additionally select it up quickly. You will certainly want your youngster to

have the arm toughness to draw the paddle via the water, as well as for your child to

understand just how to swim. It will certainly make the experience a lot more delightful for

you, as well as for them. 

 

What is the weight restriction? 

 

Our bigger boards can sustain individuals approximately around 265lbs. 

 

What kind of shape do I need to be in? 

 

A whole lot depends upon the climate, and also how far you wish to go. This activity can be

as exhausting, or as leisurely as you make it. If the wind is blowing then you will need to work

tougher to make the paddle board go where you desire it to. 

 

Your upright body offers a fair quantity of resistance to the force of the wind creating you to

obtain a decent exercise if you need to take a trip any significant distance. Stooping on the

board can minimize the wind resistance if you find yourself battling. 

 

You will certainly want to bestrong enough to draw on your own back up on to the paddle

board in case you fall of. This is not difficult, yet does need a particular degree of fitness.

Many people discover Stand Up Paddleboarding to be fairly simple, and also just a moderate

workout. Appear for an hour as well as give it a try! You'll likely wish to make a day of it the

next time. 

 

Do I have to use water shoes? 

 

It really depends on where you are mosting likely to be paddleboarding. Seafarer's center in

Anacortes" to "Bowman Bay location in Deceptiveness Pass State Park, it is a good idea to



have some sort of footwear for releasing as well as touchdown. SUP-ing in the sea suggests

that you will need to avoid stepping on barnacles if the trend is out. You will certainly wish to

have some kind of shoes available to you for this. There are bungee cords on the from of the

SUPs that can hold sandals, or we have a restricted supply of neoprene booties for rental

fee. 

 

On lakes and freshwater lots of people favor SUP-ing bare foot, however you can use water

footwear if you would certainly choose. Blue Otter Outfitters can not be responsible for

anything in the water that you may step on. When doubtful, use good sense. 

 

What clothes should I wear? 

 

Put on whatever will certainly make you the most comfy while paddle boarding, offered the

weather of the day. SUP-ing is a water sport therefore you will wish to put on clothes that you

don't mind splashing in case you come under the water. The majority of guests come using

swimwear, or board shorts and also have water suitable footwear. A hat and sunglasses will

certainly be appreciated if the Sunlight is out, and do not fail to remember to apply

sunscreen. Bring a spare set of clothes to become afterwards, in case you are wet. We have

a minimal supply of wetsuits and also booties to rent out if you would choose to paddle in

them. 

 

What occurs if I am late for my reservation? 

 

You may shed all, or part of your appointment depending upon exactly how active the day is.

We will certainly try to fit you, yet out of fairness to others you may lose your time. Your

booking begins at the time you reserve the board, not when when you really begin paddling. 

 

Is car parking offered? 

 

Please change to "Yes! Bowman Bay is in Deception Pass State Park. Car park is offered for

$10/day; or you can get a Discover Pass for $30, which you can utilize in any Washington

State Park for a whole year! 

 

What is your cancellation plan? 

 

You should cancel your kayak or SUP appointment two days or more prior to your scheduled

kayak journey to receive a complete refund, minus tax obligation as well as deal fees. If you

have a team (greater than two kayaks) you must cancel at least 1 week ahead of time. If

there is a weather related concern on the day of your trip that triggers us to be shut, we can

reschedule your appointment or provide a reimbursement. 

 

Security First. 

 

These rules and standards are for your security, and also for the safety of our personnel.



Please consider them prior to making a decision to rent out from us. 

 

Waivers (Launch Forms) need to be signed by everyone using our tools, and waivers for

minors need to be signed by a parent or lawful guardian. Only people who have signed the

rental contract and also have actually additionally signed the waiver are allowed to use our

equipment. 

 

PERMITTED USAGE LOCATION:. 

 



 



Kayaks as well as Paddleboards need to not be taken in the direction of Deception Pass, or

Deceptiveness Island! 

Paddling southern (left) out of Bowman Bay is purely prohibited. The currents are solid as

you enter that location and at certain phases of the tidal cycle it is more powerful than you

can paddle versus. Any person that enters this location (purposefully or by accident) as well

as needs removal will incur a minimal charge of $350 per kayak or paddle board. 

 

WEIGHT LIMITS:. 

 

Kayaks should be used based on the advised weight limitations. The optimum capability of

the boats is 400 pounds, consisting of all equipment. 

 

Kayaks are meant to be made use of as singles as well as increases. 2 adults as well as a

small child is acceptable, supplied that the weight limit is not exceeded. 

 

Stand Up Paddleboards (SUPs) have an optimum weight capacity of 240 pounds. 

 

All of our SUPs are meant for a single person only. You may not bring a kid to ride with you

on paddleboards. 

 

If you show up for your reservation and also are over the weight constraints after that you will

forfeit your booking at your expense. This is for your safety and security and also for the

longevity as well as architectural stability of our kayaks and also paddle boards. 

 

AGE RESTRICTIONS:. 

 

Age limits for kayak use are 13 years of ages for solitary kayaks, and need to be

accompanied by an adult. All minors paddling their own boat or board need to stay within

Bowman Bay. Little kids might accompany adults in tandem kayaks but we advise remaining

within Bowman Bay where the water is much more secured. 

 

Reservations and also services will certainly not be made to minors who aren't accompanied

by their moms and dad or guardian. School teams are the exemption to this policy and

various other created authorizations apply. Please do not book for minors, or groups of

minors, to take trips without their parents or guardians with them. 

 

Age limits for paddleboards are 18 and also over, or 13 as well as older with an

accompanying moms and dad or lawful guardian per teen. Please do not plan for

paddleboarding birthday events for your kids unless their moms and dads can authorize both

the waiver as well as rental contract. Moms and dads with various other individuals' children

may not make use of the paddleboards, unless their parents fill out the suitable paperwork. 

 

Keep in mind that Paddleboards are a single occupancy craft, and should be utilized based

upon the maker's suggestions. They are not produced two individuals. Every one of these



guidelines as well as laws are for the safety of our clients, our personnel, and for the

longevity of our devices. 

 

TRANSPORTATION OF RENTAL DEVICES:. 

 

We do not allow you to lease kayaks or paddleboards and deliver them yourselves without

previous setups. All transportation has to be done with an appropriate automobile with the

proper tools to securely secure the craft. 

 

FISHING:. 

 

Fishing is not allowed from any of our Kayaks or Paddleboards. We are not an angling

outfitter. Any damage or mess created from angling will sustain service charges, as much as

and also consisting of the price of substitute. 

 

DRUGS & ALCOHOL:. 

 

Alcohol usage is not allowed on our kayaks or paddleboards. Drug use, including marijuana,

is not permitted on our kayaks or paddleboards. It isn't safe, individuals! Enough said. 

 

COOLERS:. 

 

They must not be complete size coolers or any type of colder that will certainly interfere with

the normal safe operation of the craft due to its dimension or weight. We do not enable

colders on Stand Up Paddleboards at all. 

 

SWIMMING/ PFDS:. 

 

In the state of Washington you need one life jacket per individual on a water craft. Please

recognize that our rentals are not meant to be diving or swimming systems as well as your

safety and security while on the water is your duty. Please be safe at all times by being

conscious of the deepness of water, problems, as well as various other water craft. 

 

DAMAGE/ LOSS:. 

 

Any kind of damage or loss of the equipment will certainly be the single responsibility of the

leasing party. Do not permit the kayaks the crash on rocks, or rub versus barnacles along the

shoreline. Do not drag kayaks or boards over sharp rocks. Never depend on the paddle

boards unless they remain in deep sufficient water to safeguard both the board and also the

fin below. Constantly step off of the boards in much deeper water. When not being used, all

watercrafts, boards, as well as devices needs to be saved well over the waterline. Waves

and also rising trends can take points rapidly. 


